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Abstract- A Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter architec-
ture based on a Distributed Arithmetic (DA) approach
with two supply voltages and variable bit precision opera-
tion is presented. The filter is able to adapt itself to the
minimum bit precision required by the incoming data and
also operate at a lower voltage so that it still meets a fixed
throughput constraint. As opposed to the worst case fixed
precision design, our precision-on-demand implementa-
tion has an energy requirement that varies linearly with
the average bit precision required by the input signal. We
also demonstrate that 50% to 60% energy savings can
easily be obtained in the case of speech data.

I. Introduction
The rapid proliferation of wireless, portable, battery-

operated communication devices such as digital cellular
phones, has increased the demand for energy efficient imple-
mentations of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) systems [1].
Most of these applications have a fixed throughput require-
ment and processing any faster is wasteful in terms of power.
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering is a very frequently
used DSP function. A typical FIR filtering operation involves
an inner product of a fixed finite length vector (called the
impulse responseh[n]) with shifted samples of the input sig-
nal as shown Equation 1, whereN is the number of filter taps
[2].

(1)

There exists a wealth of techniques proposed in literature
for low power implementations of FIR filters. When the filter
coefficients are fixed, the flexibility offered by a dedicated
multiplier is not required. Distributed Arithmetic (DA) is a
bit-serial, multiplier-less technique that exploits the fact that
one of the vectors in the inner product is fixed [3]. All possible
intermediate computations (for the fixed vector) are stored in a
Lookup Table (LUT) and bit slices of the variable vector are
use as addresses for the LUT. A four tap DA based FIR filter is
shown in Figure 1. In general, anN tap filter requires an LUT
of size 2N. Area-delay tradeoffs have been explored in [4]. For
instance, the LUT of size 2N can be split up into two different
LUTs of size 2N/2 at the cost of an additional adder. The out-
put y[n] is not available every cycle. If the bit precision of the
data samplesx[n-k] is M, then a valid outputy[n] is available
everyM cycles. In the MSB first implementation of Figure 1,
it has been shown in [9] that each successive intermediate
value is closer to the final value in a stochastic sense.

If we assume that the energy consumption per cycle isE0,
it is straightforward to see that the energy consumption p
output sample isME0 (i.e. the energy consumption is linearly
dependent on the bit precision of data samples). The fil
must be designed so that it can accommodate the largest po
ble input signals (i.e. those requiring the maximum possib
bits for representation). In most signal processing applic
tions, the signals we get are correlated and only few samp
actually require the maximum bit precision for representatio
The average bit precision required by a typical speech file
around 6.9 bits. Most filtering circuits will be designed to
accommodate 16 bit data, and in our DA based implemen
tion, with fixed precision, the energy required per output sam
ple would be 16E0.

In this paper, we present an approach to save ener
without loss in accuracy, based on a variable bit precision
tering scheme. Approximate filtering strategies have be
explored in [5] while some adaptive techniques have be
explored in [6][7]. We use only that amount of precision a
immediately required by the samples [8]. Let us assume th
the maximum precision requirement isMmaxand the immedi-
ate precision requirement is .This scales down t
energy per output sample by a factorM/Mmax. In this work,
we also exploit the fact that lesser precision implies that t
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Figure 1.  DA implementation of a four tap filter
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same computation can be done faster (i.e. inM cycles instead
of Mmax). We therefore switch down the operating voltage
such that we still meet the worst case throughput requirement
(i.e. corresponding to one output sample everyMmax cycles
when operating atVmax) while obtaining quadratic energy sav-
ings.

II. Filter Architecture
DA is particularly suited to variable precision filtering.

The filter that we have implemented is an 8 tap low pass filter.
Both data and coefficients use a 16 bit two’s complement rep-
resentation. The LUT has 28 i.e. 256 entries. There are 8 data
registers (corresponding to the 8 data samples that are
required for every output sample).

A. Determining Precision Requirement

To implement a precision-on-demand scheme, we need to
determine the minimum precision that is required to compute
the output without any loss in accuracy.

Consider the two cases shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b). In
both cases (a) and (b) we have 4 registers, each with two’s
complement 16 bit data. The sign extension bits have been
shaded in every register. Notice that in case of small numbers
the MSBs are ‘0’ for positive quantities and ‘1’ for negative
quantities. No accuracy is lost if we reject the sign extension
bits. Determining the number of sign extension bits is rela-
tively simple in hardware and can be done by the circuit
shown in Figure 2 (c) [9]. The ‘1’ outputs of the ‘mask’ deter-
mine the sign extension bits in each register. The number of

sign extension bits that can be rejected is equal to the mi
mum of the sign extension bits among all the registers. Th
can be obtained by simply ‘anding’ all the individual mas
outputs from each register. In our DA implementation, th
final mask (obtained by ‘anding’ all the individual masks
determines the number of cycles,M, required for computing
the current output. For a 4 tap implementation, with the regis
ter contents as shown in Figure 3 (b), the number of cycl
that will be required isM = 6, instead ofMmax = 16. The
energy overhead due to the sign extension hardware is sm
since the duty cycle is low (one per output sample).

B. Just-In-Time Computation

Once the precision requirement for a sample has be
determined we know the number of cycles,M, required for
obtaining the resulty[n]. In general, the filter will have to be
designed such that it meets a fixed throughput requiremen
the worst case operating precision, i.e. we have one out
sampley[n] at least everyMmaxcycles. But with a precision
requirement , we would have a valid output ea
lier. Since, it does not pay to do computations any faster th
required, we would have to idle for (Mmax- M) cycles.

We can exploit this fact, that we have more time for com
putation, by lowering the supply voltage. This results in qu
dratic reduction in energy and corresponding increase
computational delay. We lower the supply voltage,Vdd, from
Vdd = Vmax, to Vdd = V(M), such that the time required to exe
cute M cycles atVdd = V(M) is equal (but not greater than) the
time required to executeMmaxcycles atVdd = Vmax. This idea
is summarized in Figure 3. The concept of voltage ditherin
has been explored in [11].

Implementing a scheme like this involves a variable su
ply voltage (a DC/DC converter) with sufficient feedbac
bandwidth, a variable clock frequency generator along w
the precision determining circuit in the original DA imple
mentation. Even the best DC/DC converters do not have su

Figure 2.  Determining sign extension bits
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Figure 3.  Just-in-time computation
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cient feedback bandwidth to track the fast changes in data
precision requirement that filtering involves. Therefore such a
scheme is difficult to implement practically.

C. Practical Implementation with Two Supply Voltages

To overcome the limitation posed by the DC/DC con-
verter we implemented and tested a filtering scheme that uses
two ROM and Accumulator (RAC) units operating at two dif-
ferent supply voltages,Vdd = VmaxandVdd = Vmin. The RAC
operating at the higher voltage is such that it can produce a
valid output everyMmaxcycles and meets the throughput con-
straint. The RAC operating at the lower voltage is such that it
can go through onlyMmin cycles before it exceeds the
throughput constraint. If the current precision requirement is
M ( ), we execute some fraction,D, of
Mmax cycles, in the higher voltage RAC, and the remaining
cycles, , ofMmin cycles, at the lower voltage RAC. Of
course, the number of cycles we spend at either voltages, must
be integral and must add up to M.

(2)

Figure 4 illustrates the basic architecture of just-in-time
filtering with two RAC units operating at two supply voltages.
The details of the control logic and level shifters have been
omitted for clarity. The operation is very simple. When a new
data sample is loaded into the register, the ‘precision determi-
nation circuit’ computes the minimum precision required for
the computation. This determines the total number of cycles,
M. The accumulators within each of the RACs are cleared.
The ‘cycle LUT’ then determines the number of cycles to be
executed atVmaxandVmin respectively and clocks the corre-
sponding RACs. At the end of cycles atVmax, the
accumulator contents of the RAC operating atVmaxare loaded
into the RAC operating atVmin, and the RAC is clocked for

cycles. The average delay per cycle in this
scheme is therefore a simple linear combination of the delays
td,maxandtd,min. This is suboptimal compared to the arbitrary

voltage scheme as shown in Figure 3, in that we are operat
at an average voltage which is higher than the optimal volta
by .

In our implementation,Mmin was chosen to be 4. If the
precision requirement was less than 4, all cycles were e
cuted atVmin. Therefore, once again, the two voltage schem
was suboptimal in that we did not exploit all the time we ha
for computation. The choice ofMmin is data dependent. We do
not want it to very small because most of the cycles wou
then be spent atVmax. At the same time we do not want it to be
large because all precision requirements belowMmin would
then be suboptimal. In the next section we demonstrate
algorithm to choose the optimalMmin (and thereforeVmin).

III. Theoretical Analysis
We begin with the assumption thatMmax is fixed (deter-

mined by the maximum bit precision in the data representati
which meets a specified accuracy requirement). Let t
throughput requirement be one output sample everyT0 time
duration. In our DA based implementation, this translates to
RAC that can executeMmax clock cycles withinT0 time i.e.
the worst case critical path delay should be less thanT0/Mmax.
Given a particular process technology, and RAC design,
have a delay-voltage characteristic similar to Figure 3 whi
we represent as

(3)

Therefore, usingtd,min= T0/Mmaxand the delay-voltage char-
acteristic, we can determineVmax.

Suppose, we also chooseMmin (we shall establish an
algorithm to optimally determineMmin). Once again, using
td,max= T0/Mmin and the delay-voltage characteristic, we ca
determineVmin. Let the instantaneous precision requireme
be M. We need to determine the fraction of cycles that w
need to execute at each voltage. From Equation 2, we co
pute

(4)

Of course,D should be such that and
are integral. It must also satisfy the throughput constraint

(5)

Figure 5 illustrates how and vary for
differentM. As before,Mmax= 16 andMmin= 4.

Next we determine the energy consumption per sample
a function of the required precision. Let us assume that t
energy dissipated per cycle atVdd = Vmax is . Clearly,
in the fixed precision DA, the energy consumption per cycle
Emax= Mmax . If we neglect the energy overhead du
to the precision determination circuit and extra controls
valid assumption), the energy as a function ofM is

(6)

Mmin M Mmax≤ ≤

1 D–( )

D Mmax⋅ 1 D–( ) Mmin⋅+ M=

Figure 4.  Just-in-time filtering with two supply voltages
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and substituting Equation 4, we get
(7)

whereER(M) is the energy normalized with respect to the
maximum energyEmax and the constants are

(8)

(9)

We can clearly see the linear variation of energy with pre-
cision requirement. The voltage ratio determines the slope of
the variation and also the offset. Equation 7 is valid only for
the range . As we pointed out before, for
M < Mmin, all the cycles are executed atVmin (i.e.D = 0).

Next, we need to determine the optimum operating volt-
age,Vmin, and the corresponding precision. This cannot be
done without ana priori knowledge of data statistics. We need
to know the precision distribution profile for the data i.e. the
relative frequency of a particular precision requirement in the
filter for the given data. Let us assume that is the proba-
bility that the precision requirement in the DA based FIR filter
is M. The expected normalized energy per sample required by
the filter, for the particular data, would be

(10)

and substituting Equation 7 we get

(11)

where is the average precision requirement in the filter. To
compute the optimumVmin we have to set

(12)

And usingtd,max= g(Vmin) = T0/Mmin we can solve Equation
12 and obtain the optimumVmin andMmin.

IV. Results

In our implementationVmax= 2.1 V, Vmin = 1.3 V, Mmax
= 16, andMmin= 4. Figure 6 illustrates the precision distribu
tion for typical speech data. Notice that the distribution pea
aroundM = 4 which implies that a large fraction of the data
would require only the RAC operating atVmin to execute all
cycles.

Figure 7 shows the energy consumption (normalize
sample by sample for the speech data shown in Figure 6
can be clearly seen that the energy requirement tracks the
cision requirement. For example, the first 15,000 sample
where the data values are relatively small, the energy requ
ment is less than 20% of the maximum requirement. On t
other hand, the next 10,000 samples being large (requir
close to the maximum precision) use up a lot more energ
The average energy required in this case is about 40% of
maximum i.e. our scheme saves about 60% energy. This
perfect agreement with our theoretical analysis in Section 3

Figure 8 illustrates the time that has to be spent atVmax
andVmin respectively, to meet the throughput requirement
each precisionM. Notice that for (which is 4 in
our case), the filter has to idle for some time. Also, all cas

, are not “just-in-time” because the number o
cycles that have to be spent at each voltage is integral.
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Figure 5.  Cycle distribution for different precision requirements
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Figure 6.  Probability distribution of precision requirement
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Figure 7.  Sample by sample energy requirement
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Finally, Figure 9 shows the results of our filtering scheme
on 37 different speech data blocks. We can clearly see the lin-
ear variation of average energy requirement with the average
precision requirement as was predicted by Equation 11. Once
again the energy is normalized with respect to the maximum
energy. For the fixed precision implementation, all the speech
blocks would require almost the same energy equal to the
maximum energy.

An interesting case to compare would be the classical
area power tradeoff that one gets from duplicating hardware
[10]. In our case that translates to having two RACs running at
some intermediate voltageVm such that each RAC is able to
executeMmaxcycles in the twice the throughput interval. So,
we would have two such units running in parallel in such a
fashion that we have one output sample everyT0 time. Clearly,
this would result in an energy reduction by a factor

. The energy reduction is fixed and independent
of precision requirement as shown in Figure 9. However, if the
data samples are such that the precision requirement is high,
then the energy advantage of our scheme would be lost. Also
plotted in Figure 9 is the average energy variation with aver-
age precision requirement for the just the variable precision
case (i.e. variable precision using single RAC, single operat-
ing voltage). The difference in slope and offset, as predicted

by Equation 8 and Equation 9 respectively, is immediate
visible.

V. Conclusion
We have demonstrated an energy efficient DA based F

filter architecture which uses two supply voltages to ada
itself to the immediate precision requirement of the data a
perform just-in-time computation. We have also demonstrat
that 50% to 60% energy savings can easily be obtained in
case of speech data with little hardware overhead to the fix
precision circuit. As future work it will be interesting to
explore a just-in-time, approximate processing scheme wh
not only the precision but also the filter coefficients them
selves adapt to the data characteristics. This would require
efficient technique to load the LUTs on the fly and also a ta
determination algorithm which decides the number of taps
the filter.
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